Predicting the number of speakers in different languages in the next 50 years will not only have far-reaching significance for human social development, cultural intercommunication, but also have a positive effect on the popularization of common languages and the protection of endangered languages. In order to predict the number of speakers in each language, this paper established a Grey Markov Prediction Model and used the Analytic Hierarchy Process to consider the political and economic strength, population size, language audience, immigration rate and use of electronic communication and social media to correct the results. After 50 years, English, Hindi, and Chinese will become the top three most used languages. The prediction and test results show that the corrected results are more accurate and closer to the actual development of the society, and the accuracy of the results is improved.
Introduction
With the social progress and cultural integration, the appearance of "global village" has become increasingly clear. In order to keep pace with the time, it is important for countries to communicate with each other and exchange what they have. Predicting the number of speakers of different languages in the next 50 years can not only point out the direction of future language learning, popularize popular languages, but also predict endangered languages and take measures in advance to protect the precious cultural heritage.
Many scholars have put forward original ideas in the field of language use and communication, and some have used reasonable algorithms to get relevant conclusions. Literature [1] proposed a complex Adaptive Composite Language Network (ACLN) algorithm which sets group as the Language carrier and set spatial domain as the boundary. This algorithm was described by the probability transfer matrix and optimized by the particle swarm optimization algorithm to calculate the number of future Language users. Literature [2] builds a population growth model by analyzing population growth and migration rules, so as to observe the development of language communication. Literature [3] , based on game theory, holding that a small population size is a key factor for the emergence of language consistency. In a small region, people use the same language and are affected by the environment. Literature [4] proposes that language is a social structure that shapes culture, but it tends to disappear in today's globalization. Literature [5] defines traditional language users as members of minority groups who use non-mainstream languages at home. This group learn traditional languages as their first language in childhood, but learn different languages as adults. From a political perspective, literature [6] holds that language can promote the development and strength of a country and is an important parameter for the division of political boundaries and the acquisition of national interests. The wider a country's language is used, the easier its language and culture will be recognized by the world, and the more discourse resources it will have. Literature [7] defines that language attitude refers to people's basic opinions and propositions on a certain language, which is of great significance to the study of language selection tendency. Literature [8] finds that the guardian's use of Chinese to educate children is a key influencing factor for children to choose to use Chinese, children's language habits are more susceptible to the influence of the environment. Literature [9] believes that language, as the main ways of communication between countries, directly affects the growth of international trade and economic development. From the perspective of national development, literature [10] believes that individual multilingual ability becomes an important skill to integrate into the world, the more languages the citizens master, the stronger the national language ability will be.
Based on Gray Markov Prediction Model [11] , this paper puts forward a method of using Analytic Hierarchy Process to correct the result, which shows that the result reduces the computational complexity, and get a more accurate prediction. Our work provides certain reference for the population prediction research in the field of sociology and other areas.
The structure of this paper is as follows: the first part introduces the preliminary prediction model of the system, the second part proposes the modified model, the third part conducts simulation and analysis of the results and the fourth part summarizes the whole paper.
System Model
In order to obtain the optimal solution, this paper ignores the influence of force majeure and assumes that the change of the number of speakers of each language is relatively independent. Based on the fact that the data of world's language use is too little, and to ensure the accuracy of the results, this paper uses Gray Markov Prediction Model and existing data, to analyze and predict the number of each language carries in the next 50 years. The specific steps of Gray Markov Prediction Model [11] are as follows:
Step 1: Based on the variation law of gray time series, the original data sequence x (0) (n) is established by using the existing data about the number of speakers of various languages, where n represents the data in the nth year.
Step 2: Make the new data sequence x (1) (n) as a accumulation generation sequence of the original data of x (0) (n), namely x (1) (k)={x (1) 
Step 3: The differential equation
x ax u t  is established for the sequence generated by one time accumulation, where a and u are taken as undetermined parameters and solved by the least square method, and the time response formula can be obtained as:
Step 4: Calculate the relative error between time response equation (1) and the original data sequence, and record the error sequence as m states, which are represented as Q 1 , Q 2 , ..., Q m .
Step 5: If the probability of changing from state Q i to state Q j through k steps is denoted as k ij p , then the state transition probability can be denoted as
, where k ij g is the frequency of state change, and G i is the number of the occurrence of state Q i . Therefore, the markov transition probability matrix can be expressed as: (2)
Step 6: The predicted value of step k in the prediction model can be obtained by the sum of the intermediate value of the state and the corresponding transition probability:
Where, Q 1i and Q 2i are respectively upper and lower limits of state Q i . According to equation (3), the predicted number of future users of a language can be obtained as follows:
Modified Model
The above model is a representative prediction model, but it ignores the influence of many external factors such as politics and economy. Therefore, on the basis of the Gray Markov Model, this paper uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process to modify the results. As time goes by, the change of global total population follows the Logistics model of population retarded growth [14] , and the trend diagram is shown in Fig.1 . In the future, the number of people is a quantifiable indicator. Assuming that the maximum number of people that the earth can support is R and the coefficient of population growth is r, the total population of the earth can be expressed as:
Where, C is the change coefficient and N(t) is the total population of the earth in year t. Through the research on the data and materials, it is found that the factors that have a great impact on the number of language users include the political and economic strength of each region [12] [13] , the population [14] , the language audience [15] , immigration rate [16] and the coverage rate of the use of electronic communication and social media. Based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process, we score the above five factors according to the weight of the number of speakers. Official or internationally used languages are easy to gain advantages in popularization and teaching [6] , while languages with lower political status are at a relative disadvantage. Economic strength also has a substantial impact on language status. According to the ranking of GDP and national comprehensive strength, we put the factors of political and economic strength in the first place, the weight of the influence is the largest given 9 points. In a period of time, the number of speakers of different languages in the future is often
related to the current population. Countries with a large population base will also have more native speakers in the future. Therefore, we set the influence weight of population number factor as 7 points; The educational popularity of a country determines the audience level of different languages. In a few years, the most popular language will be spoken by most people in the country. So we give it a weight of 5. The change of immigration rate will inevitably affect the use of local language, but due to the influence of the environment is weak, so the weight is set as 3 points; With the development of electronic communication and social media, people have more and more opportunities to communicate with the outside world, but they cannot master a language fundamentally. Therefore, the weight of this influencing factor is the lowest, which is 1 point.
Considering the above factors, we can obtain the following weight matrix: 
By using the function B ij =A ij / ∑ A ij to normalize each column of the matrix, the feature vectors of the matrix A are obtained: 
By calculation, the maximum eigenvalue λ of matrix A is 5.43, consistency index C i =0.11, and consistency ratio CR=0.098< 0.1, through the consistency test, we can believe results are reasonable.
Based on this, the total matrix w (26*5) of the five influencing factors is listed for 26 countries. By multiplying the total matrix and the feature vectors, the proportion of different languages in 50 years w=w (26*5) w 1 is obtained. Finally, the number of speakers of each language is calculated from the total population of the world. The weight of the result obtained by the AHP and Markov are both given as 0.5, and the sum of the weight and the actual predicted result is the revised result, representing the number of users of each language in the final prediction.
Simulation and Analysis
In this paper, the Gray Markov Prediction and AHP modified results are simulated and the modified model is tested. The simulation and test results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 .
Based on the traditional prediction model, we modified the results obtained by the traditional method with AHP, predicted the number of speakers of various languages and compared it with the current number of speakers. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be found that English has the largest number of users and the fastest growth rate, followed by Indian and Chinese. English as the most widely spoken official language, is expected to see rapid growth, while India and China will also see a relatively large number of speakers in the future, due to their large population bases and the lack of a proper birth policy in India. In contrast, the number of speakers of Arabic has decreased slightly, which may be related to the slow economic development and population decline in the region. In order to ensure the accuracy of predicted results, we use the same method to predict the current situation with early data. By comparing the forecast results with the actual one, it can be found that after the introduction of AHP, the predicted results are more accurate than the results using only common forecasting model, as shown in Fig.3 . According to the result of our forecast, after 50 years, some changes have taken place. Malay, French, Hausa replaced Japanese, Portuguese, Arabic and become one of the top ten languages spoken by the largest number of people, the numbers of speakers of seven other languages change slightly, but still among the top ten. For Example, English instead of Chinese to be the language spoken by the largest number of people in the world. Compared with other algorithms, the complexity of our algorithm is low, with only O(nT), and the prediction speed is fast. This algorithm also takes the actual factors into account, which is more reasonable than only use the prediction model.
Conclusion
At first, this paper establishes the Gray Markov Prediction model to predict the number of speakers of different languages in 50 years, and then use Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to modify the preliminary results, considering the influential factors such as regional political and economic power, population, language audience degrees, immigration rates as well as electronic communications and social media coverage. The results of simulation and test results show that, after considering the external factors we get a more accurate forecast data.
After 50 years, English, Indian, Chinese become three languages spoken by the largest number of people, Malay, French, Hausa replaced Portuguese, Japanese, Arabic and become one of the top ten languages spoken by the largest number of people. Such predicted results have important guiding significance for the future trend of language education, and can even predict endangered languages to remind people to take corresponding protection measures, which is of great significance for social development. On top of the above analysis, other important factors can also be taken into account later to obtain the best forecast results.
